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MetaliK® Inkjet Gold 076SGO 

High-Tack Printable Metallic Polyester Films
Applications

 Suitable for permanent lamination onto display boards & other smooth surfaces

 POS decoration with or without print

 Ideal for shop-fitting, perfumeries, luxury boutiques, and Christmas campaigns

 Turn any smooth surface into metallic

 Ideal for packaging with metallic effect, our silver film is recommended for Color Logic® software

 Combine permanent print and CAD applications, for example doming

 Also available in Metallic Silver & Rose Gold 

Benefits
 Shiny Silver reverse-side, bright shiny Gold front-side

 Perfect film for lamination on boards, for example Dibond

 Very smooth finish, close to mirror effect

 High-tack adhesive for strong permanent adhesion

 Can be cut and weeded

 Corrosion free - 1 year outdoor durability

Recommended Conditions:

The information provided herein is correct to the best of our knowledge. No liability for any errors, facts or opinions is  accepted.  We recommend 
users make their own assessments to satisfy themselves as to the suitability of this product  for their application.  Copyright Sensitisers Group 2017

Post Printing Information for Latex & Solvent Inks:

As with all filmic media, this product must be allowed to “gas-out” after printing. This can be achieved by leaving the prints face up, 

ideally 24+ hours, to set, dry and harden. If unable to do this e.g. with a long print run: after printing the roll stand it vertically and 

loosely unwind the printed roll as much as possible, to allow air in and gases/solvents out.

Printroom 15°C - 30°C 30% - 65% RH

Usage -40°C - 80°C 10% - 90% RH

Storage 10°C - 20°C 20% - 50% RH
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Printability:





Face Thickness without Adh:



Adhesion:


